1992 chevy lumina van

The first front-wheel drive minivan sold by Chevrolet, the Lumina APV was sold in a single
generation from the to model years. Introduced a year before the second-generation Chrysler
minivans , the Lumina APV was the first American-market minivan to adopt the form factor of
the Dodge Caravan and Plymouth Voyager. Though manufactured on a model-specific chassis,
the Lumina APV was front-wheel drive, deriving its powertrain from GM sedans. During its
production, the Lumina APV and its Pontiac and Oldsmobile counterparts were assembled at
the North Tarrytown Assembly facility, becoming the final vehicles produced there prior to its
closure. For , Chevrolet adopted a distinct nameplate for its front-wheel drive minivan, replacing
the Lumina APV with the Chevrolet Venture. Sized closely to the short-wheelbase Chevrolet
Van, the Astro was marketed in both passenger and cargo van configurations. During its
development, the APV model lines largely benchmarked the extended-length Chrysler vans,
closely matching their length, width, and height on a shorter wheelbase. To expand its market
potential and to mitigate any potential model overlap , GM sought distinct marketing objectives
for each model line. For the model year, Chevrolet introduced the Lumina, effectively
consolidating the Celebrity and Monte Carlo into a single model line, with the Lumina APV
replacing the Celebrity station wagon. Base-trim versions featured chrome exterior trim while
CL versions were produced with red exterior trim and badging similar to the Lumina Euro. For ,
the model underwent a mid-cycle revision and was renamed the Chevrolet Lumina Minivan in
place of the APV suffix. The Lumina APV has a As an option, Chevrolet offered the Lumina APV
with load-leveling rear air springs, [6] utilizing the air compressor that inflated the rear air
springs for auxiliary use with an air hose kit. The front brakes were vented discs, with drum
brakes at the rear; [5] anti-lock braking ABS was introduced for During , traction control was
introduced as an option with the 3. Upon its release, the Lumina APV was powered by a 3.
Distinguished by its large windshield and sloped hoodline, the Lumina APV was of a "one-box"
design, a configuration similar to the Ford Aerostar and Renault Espace. In line with the
Aerostar and Chrysler minivans, the Lumina APV was configured with a single sliding door and
a rear liftgate. For , the Lumina APV and its counterparts introduced a power-operated sliding
door, [4] the first American-market minivan to offer the design. Coinciding with the use of a
galvanized steel spaceframe in place of a conventional unit-body design , the Lumina APV was
fitted with composite plastic SMC body panels. The manufacturing also allowed GM to style the
Lumina APV separately from its Pontiac and Oldsmobile counterparts at low cost; each model
line is externally distinguished by its hood and front fascia. Along from its front fascia, the
Lumina APV is distinguished from its Pontiac and Oldsmobile counterparts in the styling of its
roof. From the B-pillar to the windshield, the roof was painted black; on examples with tinted
glass, the design was to retain the style of the glass roof of the Trans Sport concept. Two-tone
versions of the Lumina APV were available; an early configuration featured a blacked-out upper
body. For , Chevrolet standardized the folding sideview mirrors of the CL trim. For the model
year, the Lumina APV underwent an exterior revision, shortening the front overhang by nearly
three inches. The roof was restyled slightly, adopting painted A-pillars and a full-length
body-color roof. Distinguished from its counterparts by trim, [7] the interior design of the
Lumina APV was centered around its modular rear seating system. In contrast to removable
rear bench seats a design derived from full-size vans , the pound rear seats of the Lumina APV
were individually removable and each seatback folded flat. As a consequence of its sloped
windshield design, the depth of the dashboard of the Lumina APV and its counterparts was
among the highest ever seen in a mass-produced automobile. For , the dashboard padding was
revised to address complaints about glare. The revision brought an update to the instrument
panel, lower dashboard and center console controls , and introduced a driver-side airbag [4]
replacing the steering wheel of the Lumina Z34 with one from the Camaro. While sharing an
identical body with its passenger-van counterpart, Chevrolet deleted the rear interior of the
cargo van to include a flat rubber-mat floor; the rear glass windows were replaced by
body-color plastic panels bonded in place. The cargo space held cubic feet 3. Chevrolet
marketed the Lumina APV in China from to , selling a number of examples in the country. From
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working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details. This is an original used OEM
Ignition Coil that's guaranteed to fit a Chevrolet Lumina with the applicable vehicle
manufacturer's specifications. BASE, 3. This is an original used OEM Steering Gear that's
guaranteed to fit a Chevrolet Lumina with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications.
This is an original used OEM Flywheel that's guaranteed to fit a Chevrolet Lumina with the
applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications. LA, 3. SL, 3. This is an original used OEM
Starter that's guaranteed to fit a Chevrolet Lumina with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's
specifications. This is an original used OEM Heater Core that's guaranteed to fit a Chevrolet
Lumina with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications. LA, 4DR, 14I.

